Forgotten Southwest

Arizona, Utah, New Mexico and Colorado have some of the wildest, most remote, most
inhospitable terrain on the planet. But these states also contain some of the most beautiful
places in the world â€” the soaring peaks of Rocky Mountain National Park and the
breathtaking beauty of the Grand Canyon. However, it is often the forgotten or hard to get to
places that hold the greatest intrigue, the most romance and truly stunning beauty.Taming the
Southwest was no easy task. It took unique and tough characters to shape its history and
heritage. Sadly, many of these people, places and events have been forgotten. Communication
between towns and places in the early days was poor or non-existent, so when and if stories
did get passed on, they were by word of mouth and became distorted in the telling. The
Southwest still has some of the most remote terrain in the geographic US. Locations like The
Maze in Canyonlands National Park in Utah are well-named for their confusing and
challenging geography. Early settlers may have traveled into the remote regions only to
disappear â€” and their stories disappeared with them. Forgotten Southwest is about
resurrecting some of those old stories â€” about telling the tale of the people, places and things
that make the Southwest so unique.
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South West England is most famous for its stunning scenery, but the region is also home to a
thriving, deeply passionate manufacturing.
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Photographs of Forgotten Canyon, a popular slot canyon in the San Rafael Swell, Utah.
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